Video Conferencing Solution: Microsoft Teams
Provide a Seamless Teams Meeting Experience for all Users

BRING MICROSOFT TEAMS INTO YOUR CONFERENCING ROOMS. START YOUR MEETINGS ON TIME WITH
ONE TOUCH, EXPERIENCE RICH HD AUDIO & VIDEO, AND EASILY SHARE CONTENT WITH THE ROOM &
REMOTE PARTICIPANTS.
Remark Group’s Microsoft Teams Room solutions are designed for immersive Microsoft Teams meetings in
various sized meeting spaces, providing a complete conferencing solution. This includes everything you need
to instantly and smartly collaborate with internal and external users.
Utilising industry-leading beamforming microphone technology and full-range speakers, Remark Group’s
conferencing solution ensures that everyone’s voice in the room can be clearly heard. Each intuitive solution
is tailored to the unique specification of the room, to provide a high-quality conferencing experience.
Remark Group’s solutions for Microsoft Teams include everything you need for low-friction video meetings.
Whether deployed in small, medium and large configurations, the solution will allow participants to join
Teams calls directly, either from: a designated Meeting Room; via a bring your own device approach; or by a
professional-grade video conferencing solution for home offices.
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Easy to Start and Manage Meetings
Remark Group’s Microsoft Teams Rooms solution provides an intuitive and traditional video conferencing
system that is designed to encourage a low-friction, user-friendly experience. The Teams Room System will
transform each room into a Teams meeting room with one-touch join, and easy content sharing.

Multiple Deployment Capabilities for Any Room Layout
Remark Group’s Microsoft Teams Room Systems provide a complete collaboration experience, bringing HD
video and audio into your meeting. Remark Group provide expertise to implement a whole turnkey solution,
which will include the supply, installation and commissioning site-wide, as well as home installations.

Flexible and Dynamic Working across Multiple Locations

Microsoft Teams displays bring together your favourite Teams features: chat, meetings, calls, calendar, and
files into a single device, promoting human connection in the remote workplace. With this solution, you can
enjoy a high-quality microphone, camera, and speakers (or via a headset) for a reliable calling and meeting
experience.
Experience instant, high-quality audio and video communication everywhere you work, with seamless
transitions across devices at home, on the go, or in a dedicated meeting room.
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